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  DuraVibeTM Vibratory Level Sensors 

Q: What is the DuraVibeTM product line? 
A: DuraVibe is Monitor’s trade name for the next generation lineup of vibratory level 
sensors. The product line includes an enhanced Model PZP and an optimized 
Model VibraRod and offers an array of configurations and third party approvals. 

Q: What is improved from the previous PZP and VibraRod? 
A: Both the Model PZP and the Model VibraRod are now available with third party 
approvals (both ordinary and hazardous), intrinsically safe probe designs (on hazardous location devices), an 
improved indicator light on all ordinary location devices, and Monitor housings/enclosures that include a highly 
durable aluminum construction with UV resistant powder coat finish. 

Q: What are the primary benefits of the DuraVibe product line? 
A: Durability, Versatility, Reliability, “Set it and forget it” easy set up (saves time and money), and the ability to enter 
Class II, Div. 1 environments thanks to available dust ignition-proof enclosures and intrinsically-safe probe designs 
across the product line. Even the Cable Extension PZP has an intrinsically-safe probe, which is an advantage over 
the competition. 

Q: What is different about the DuraVibe probes when compared to their predecessors? 
A: From a mechanical standpoint, the new PZP is a direct replacement of its predecessor, as it utilizes a 1-1/2” NPT 
process connection.  The VibraRod’s process connection has changed from 1-1/2” NPT to 1-1/4” NPT in order to 
provide a natural upgrade path from rotary paddle units. A reducer bushing (P/N 9-0101) is an available accessory 
for installations with 1-1/2” NPT couplings.  The diameter and overall length of the VibraRod probe have been 
reduced to make it less vulnerable to bending and less susceptible to material build-up.  All electrical connections 
are compatible, though we have lowered the amperage rating on the output relays to 3A in line with the industry 
trend toward smaller packaging sizes.  Finally, the sensitivity of the VibraRod has been slightly lowered, but so has 
the list price. 

Q: What are the differences between the Model PZP and Model VibraRod? 
A: The PZP is both more sensitive and more durable, so its application range is wider.  The PZP also offers 
additional configurations including a cable extension and a hi-temp/split-architecture design.  The PZP is more 
expensive and intended for more demanding applications, while the VibraRod will meet the needs of many powders 
and bulk solids.  Finally, the PZP is equipped with a 1-1/2” NPT process connection while the VibraRod includes a 
1-1/4” NPT process connection to easily facilitate field upgrades from rotary paddle units.

Q: Speaking of durability, how do the probe strengths compare between the PZP and VibraRod? 
A: The PZP can withstand 225 lb (1000N) of force at the tip of the probe along the vertical axis of the diamond 
shape probe construction, strongest among any probes on the market.  However, the horizontal axis can only 
withstand 34 lb (150 N) of force which is why proper installation/orientation is important.  The VibraRod can 
withstand a force of 100 lb (450N) in any direction.  Proper protective baffling is important for both devices – refer to 
the DuraVibe installation manuals for details. 

Q: How do the DuraVibe products compare to others on the market? 
A: The probe strength of the PZP, in the vertical position, is unmatched in the industry.  The hazardous location 
PZP and VibraRod units feature an intrinsically-safe design that ensures ultimate protection compared to most 
competitors.  In addition, the DuraVibe probes are superior to any tuning fork design that is more prone to material 
buildup.  From a pricing standpoint, Monitor is very competitive.
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